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Secure your data for transport and storage with PRO Lockdown

OVERVIEW
Every organization is on high alert regarding the risk for potential data
breaches, and the heavy fnes, customer unhappiness, and negative
publicity that go with it.

Why PRO Lockdown?
Are you compliant? This is a question on the mind of governance groups everywhere,
and the reality is that many organizations still have gaps when it comes to securing
their data and documents once they leave the control of IT managed systems and
processes. Though there are few situations that require this information to leave the
building, print outsourcing is one that many organizations have opted into. As a result,
organizations are not always in complete compliance with regulations such as PCI,
HIPAA, and GDPR, as the data owner isn’t in control of who handles the communication
during the transmission process and once it’s transferred to the print service bureau.
PRO Lockdown addresses these gaps by encrypting the fle and allowing it to only be
unlocked by those with the generated password, providing a simple and inexpensive
solution to ensure that fles stay secure even if intercepted or inappropriately shared with
an unauthorized person.

Advantages
PRO Lockdown makes it easy to manage security of your documents and
communications not just at the fle level, but down to each individual page. When there
is a need to view, edit, or process the fle, only the relevant pages are accessed or
unlocked so that the fle can be quickly processed. In addition, PRO Lockdown:

What does PRO Lockdown
do?
• Secures customer fles as a
whole and at the page level to
ensure the information on each
page is protected.
• Generates a custom password
that can be used to unlock the
fle.
•Compresses, indexes, and
encrypts the fle while retaining
all of the required printing
resources and metadata for all
documents in the fle.
• Unlocks the fle page by page
when it reaches the need for
processing so that time isn’t lost
when sent to production.
• Manages who can and cannot
unlock the fles and what pages
they should have access to
within the fle.
• Archives the encrypted fle.

Some quick technical facts:

• Encrypts fles for storage and/or transfer
• Each page of output is encrypted and decrypted independent of other pages,
allowing steps like reprints to be optimized as well as secured
• Protects sensitive data from being viewed by anyone without a password
• Protects data from document creation through production processing
• Meets the requirements set out by regulations such as PCI, HIPAA and
GDPR
• Easily integrates with all post-processing software used in print centers to
guarantee security all the way through document printing workfows
With PRO Lockdown, governance and customer experience offcers can rest
comfortably knowing that their customer’s information remains secure no matter where it
is sent or stored.

• PRO Lockdown runs on all
major operating systems:
Windows, Linux, AIX, HP-UX,
Solaris, z/OS, Linux for
System z.
• PRO Lockdown supports
all major print streams: AFP
(Line data, mixed mode & fully
composed), Xerox (LCDS &
Metacode), PCL, PostScript™,
line data and image fles.
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